Lamar University Basketball Pep Band

Alto Saxophone

1. (10 points) Perform the **BLUES SCALE** for the following keys: Concert F, Bb, Eb

Blues Scale:
Tonic, minor third, fourth, raised fourth, fifth, minor seventh, tonic then back down via the same pitches.

2. (30 Points) Perform the excerpts displayed below.

3. (10 Extra Credit Points) Perform a free, jazz-style improvisation in the Concert Key of F.
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Tenor Saxophone

1. (10 points) Perform the BLUES SCALE for the following keys: Concert F, Bb, Eb

Blues Scale:
Tonic, minor third, fourth, raised fourth, fifth, minor seventh, tonic then back down via the same pitches.

2. (30 Points) Perform the excerpts displayed below.

3. (10 Extra Credit Points) Perform a free, jazz-style improvisation in the Concert Key of F.
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Bari Sax

1. (10 points) Perform the **BLUES SCALE** for the following keys: **Concert F, Bb, Eb**
   
   Blues Scale:
   Tonic, minor third, fourth, raised fourth, fifth, minor seventh, tonic then back down via the same pitches.

2. (30 Points) Perform the excerpts displayed below.

3. (10 Extra Credit Points) Play a "twelve bar blues" bass line in the key of F concert. Use rhythms and/or arpeggiation to make the bass line more interesting.

   ![Musical notation for excerpts 1 and 2]
Trumpet

1. (10 points) Perform the **BLUES SCALE** for the following keys: Concert F, Bb, Eb

Blues Scale:
Tonic, minor third, fourth, raised fourth, fifth, minor seventh, tonic then back down via the same pitches.

2. (30 Points) Perform the excerpts displayed below.

3. (10 Extra Credit Points) Perform a free, jazz-style improvisation in the Concert Key of F.
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Trombone

1. (10 points) Perform the **BLUES SCALE** for the following keys: **Concert F, Bb, Eb**

Blues Scale:
Tonic, minor third, fourth, raised fourth, fifth, minor seventh, tonic then back down via the same pitches.

2. (30 Points) Perform the listed excerpts.

3. (10 Extra Credit Points) Perform a free, jazz-style improvisation in the Concert Key of F.
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Tuba

1. (10 points) Perform the **BLUES SCALE** for the following keys: **Concert F, Bb, Eb**

   Blues Scale:
   Tonic, minor third, fourth, raised fourth, fifth, minor seventh, tonic then back down via the same pitches.

2. (30 Points) Perform the listed excerpts.

3. (10 Extra Credit Points) Play a "twelve bar blues" bass line in the key of F concert. Use rhythms and/or arpeggiation to make the bass line more interesting.